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he m r et offer  m y iffere t e cri tio  of cyber thre t i te i e ce   
mo t y the e com ri e of iffere t ty e  of i form tio  fee  th t re ot ece ri y 

i e  to y rtic r or i tio  or i try  t it  he rt  y ort of thre t 
i te i e ce i  im y e e  i form tio   c  o y be er too  i  the co te t 

ithi  hich it i  cre te   the ro o e  r o e of it  e  he r o e i  y 
to i cre e re e  of e e  it tio   e iro me t   to i  i  eci io
m i  t either  o er tio  t ctic  or tr te ic e e  

Therefore, it is necessary for organizations to understand how threat intelligence can increase  
your understanding of relevant situations, and which decisions it can contribute to. 

Without this thinking and framing of purpose, organizations will not know which questions 
to ask of all the available information whether internally or e ternally sourced  to re ne 
the collection of information and help direct the analysis, nor how to incorporate the 
intelligence in decision-making processes. For cybersecurity, much of this thinking and 
prioritization is incorporated into systems that are programmed to collect and monitor 
information, but the human analysis component remains crucial.

In general, organizations do not yet fully understand what to ask of CTI, or how to 
understand the different “levels.”  For more operational roles, e.g., those associated with a  
security operations center (SOC), CTI will be very technical and closely related to 
vulnerability information; while to the CEO, “cyber threat intelligence” may equate 
exclusively to headlines or reports they receive on various cyber events, which may not 
help them understand how they could be relevant to their organization.  

From EY’s point of view, this lack of understanding and/or the limited application currently 
associated with CTI means that many organizations are missing out on one of the most 
powerful opportunities of the digital age — the chance to get ahead of the cyber criminal.

A robust CTI program can shed light on a multitude of strategic business concerns and 
risks, while providing highly technical actions, countermeasures, and metrics to the 
cybersecurity program at large. It can potentially provide answers to questions like:

• What are the most signi cant threats facing our organization?

• What assets are (potentially) being targeted, and by whom?

• How can our organization protect against these cyber threats?

• How can our organization use intelligence to augment and improve our security and 
business operations?

By building a CTI program, organizations are able to simultaneously mature existing 
cybersecurity processes and develop overarching insight into their speci c threat landscape.

Cyber threat intelligence:  
bringing clarity or adding confusion?

Introduction

Results shown in this report are  
based on ndings from EY’s lobal 
Information Security Survey 2015 —  
ey.com/giss2015

36% 
of ISS 2016 respondents say it is 
unlikely they would be able to detect  
a sophisticated attack
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 i   ce  roce  th t e b e  the or i tio  to ther b e i i ht  
b e  o  the y i  of co te t   it tio  ri   c  be t i ore  to the 
or i tio  eci c thre t c e  it  i try  m r et  

The process manages the collection, analysis, integration and production of previously 
disjointed information for the purpose of extracting holistic, evidence-based insights 
regarding an organization’s unique threat landscape. This intelligence can make a signi cant  
difference to the organization’s ability to anticipate breaches before they occur, and its 
ability to respond quickly, decisively and effectively to con rmed breaches — proactively 
maneuvering defense mechanisms into place, prior to and during the attack.

CTI focuses on identifying and analyzing the motivations, methods, capabilities and tools of  
adversaries who may seek to target an organization by pairing external analysis with data 
that was once segmented within the enterprise. While some organizations may choose to  
de ne CTI as solely a component or input driven service, it is important to note that a 
process based intelligence life cycle within an operational framework is required to deliver 
actionable results.

Accordingly, a holistic CTI program consisting of processes for collecting, producing and  
disseminating tactical and strategic intelligence, continually augmented with timely 
situational awareness updates (also known as “current intelligence”), is required. This helps 
explain who the relevant adversary is, how and why they may be attacking the organization, 
what actions they could take following the initial compromise, where they may reside within 
the organization, and how to detect or respond to an attack.   

What does “cyber threat 
intelligence” mean?

Threat metrics and trending analysis

• Indicator repositories 
• Indicator feeds and communities 
• Analysis platforms 
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• Intelligence reporting portals
• Threat intelligence platform 
• Visualization tools 
• Open source (OSINT) analysis

Strategic intelligence

• Social media analysis 
• Deep/dark web analysis
• Open source (OSINT) analysis

Current intelligence

Security 
operations support

Business 
alignment

Early warning

• Indicator collection
• Kill chain analysis
• Hunting support

• Risk assessments
• Prioritization
• Decision support

• Attack campaigns 
• Social media 
• Geopolitical events
• Emerging capabilities

Research, reporting and assessments

Threat modeling
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EY’s cybersecurity capabilities
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Incident
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Security
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Industry
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Business
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Regional
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External
Information

sharing
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industry
innovation
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EY’s approach to cyber threat intelligence

36% 
of GISS respondents do not have a 
threat intelligence program
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What does “cyber threat intelligence” mean?

hat can CTI do for you?  
Organizations may already be investing in various intelligence feeds and reports, but many 
are still nd themselves asking: “what can cyber threat intelligence do for me?” The breadth  
and diversity of EY’s answer is often surprising:

• Cyber threat intelligence is more than data and technology  it is analyst expertise  
re ned methodologies  and process dri en integration

    The breadth and diversity of CTI value is not realized when investment is exclusively in 
data and technology such as threat intelligence feeds or intelligence platforms. CTI must 
be integrated into security and business processes, tailored to the organization’s unique 
challenges, and supported by trained analysts who use rigorous methodology.  

• Cyber threat intelligence paints the bigger picture for ey decision ma ers and 
places security operators ahead of the cyber attac er 

    As the technology ecosystem continues to deliver a stream of disruptive innovations 
that have positive implications for both organizations and individuals, the cyber criminal 
is relentlessly discovering new techniques for attacking anything, ranging from medical 
devices to motor vehicles that can be connected to the internet (see www.ey.com/IoT). 
Faced with this expanding global attack surface, organizations can be overwhelmed by 
the amount of noise related to cyber attacks and the potential impacts those attacks may 
have for their business. 

    Even when an organization possesses security data that could be used to inform decision 
makers, information is often spread across the business in such a way that establishing a 
single, business-centric view of the organization’s unique threat landscape appears out  
of reach.

    With cybersecurity at the top of the agenda in many boardrooms, EY believes that 
organizations require access to bespoke strategic insights that will inform leaders of the 
most salient threats facing their organization. CTI delivers these insights by integrating 
previously siloed security data from across the enterprise with external context to 
provide a holistic perspective of the organization’s threat landscape. This integrated 
approach strengthens the organization’s security posture by empowering stakeholders 
with an informed perspective on how cyber threats are relevant to their areas of 
responsibility. Additionally, CTI can empower a proactive approach by introducing 
a robust operational framework to counter adversaries that includes the proper 
governance structure and security operations maturity.

• Cyber threat intelligence is the enabler to more proacti e security approaches 

    Simply reacting to a cyber adversary’s actions against your organization is certainly 
not an ideal security posture. EY’s believes that taking an Active Defense approach will 
enhance the organization’s current cybersecurity and focus operations on preventing the 
enterprise’s most likely adversaries from achieving their speci c objectives (theft, fraud, 
market manipulation, etc.) This focus is realized from insight generated by an integrated 
Cybersecurity Transformation program combined with analytical CTI.

78% 
of GISS respondents  do not use a 
standardized cyber threat intelligence 
sharing solution



The “active” part of Active Defense is 
realized by the execution of deliberately 
planned sets of defensive operations 
that are known as “missions.” The use 
of the term “mission” conveys the fact 
that the operational process proceeds 
with a signi cant amount of analytical 
rigor and discipline in order to achieve 
maximum effectiveness in accomplishing the 
organization’s security goals. Missions are  
planned in response to speci c threat 
intelligence in the unique context of the 
defended organization.

Active Defense benefits are clear:

• For the security operations team, Active 
Defense provides a de ned set of 
improvement activities rationalized by CTI 
and connected to achievable objectives. 
The team builds countermeasures, hunts 
hidden intruders, and forti es defenses 
based on real reporting about the behavior  
of real attackers. 

• For decision-makers, Active Defense 
connects resource deployment directly  
to measures of cybersecurity program 
effectiveness. Instead of focusing on  
performance measures like the “number  
of patches applied” and the “number  
of tickets closed,” effectiveness is 
demonstrated via a decrease in successful  
targeted attacks and a decrease in the time 
required in discovering and eradicating  
the attacks that were successful.

For more information, please see  
www.ey.com/activedefense

Active Defense 
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EY’s GISS 2015 asked 1,755 respondents “Which statement best describes the  
maturity of your threat intelligence program?” (Select one)

36%

30%

20%

10%

5%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

We do not have a threat intelligence program

We have an informal threat intelligence program 
that incorporates information from trusted third 

parties and email distribution lists

We have a formal threat intelligence program 
that includes subscription threat feeds from 

external providers and internal sources, such as 
a security incident and event management tool

We have a threat intelligence team that collects 
internal and external threat and vulnerability 

feeds to analyze for credibility and relevance in 
our environment

We have an advanced threat intelligence function 
with internal and external feeds, dedicated 

intelligence analysts and external advisors that 
evaluate information for credibility, relevance and 

exposure against threat actors

Today’s mar et emphasis is on deli ering CTI in the form of subscriptions and 
intelligence isualization platforms  but because subscriptions and intelligence 
isualization platforms are not supported by an operational framewor  they result in 

a reacti e security posture rather than an cti e efense mindset

A robust operational framework ensures that security operations are mature enough to 
ingest relevant intelligence and enables timely actions. Such a framework would need 
to include more than technological maturity, but also processes and governance that 
are addressed when an organization invests in developing an indigenous intelligence 
capability, rather than only purchasing external intelligence mechanisms. However, in many 
organizations these core framework considerations are often passed over, or insuf ciently 
developed, to keep up with a dynamic, ever-changing threat landscape.

One of the primary constraints organizations face when considering a mature CTI capability 
is cost. Developing a robust intelligence capability can be expensive, which means 
that nding the right balance of purchased services and incremental growth is pivotal. 
Additionally, purchased services such as subscriptions and intelligence platforms come with 
their own set of challenges: for example, these types of services are often tailored toward 
a technical audience and lack industry focus — this poses a challenge for executives who 
require business risk-centric analysis on industry-speci c threats that can be leveraged for 
strategic planning.

How industry is  
leveraging CTI

By attaining evidence-
based insight to 
cybersecurity and the 
threat landscape, CTI 
can be delivered and 
leveraged in many ways  
to inform decision-makers  
at all levels from security 
analyst to the most 
senior executives.
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Subscriptions
Not all threat intelligence subscriptions provide the same things. Many provide low-volume, 
high-con dence indicators and reports; others provide considerable volume with variable 
con dence; and some providers may focus on one type of threat (e.g., advanced persistent 
threats, cybercrime or hacktivism). This intelligence may come from dark web or deep web 
analysis, proprietary collection mechanisms and/or analysis of open source information. 

The process of identifying and vetting data that is valuable for a speci c organization is 
challenging due to the sheer volume of these types of open, paid and internal sources. Even 
when sources are selected and data collection begins, many organizations are not capable 
of ingesting the full scope of what is provided (e.g., Indicators of Compromise (IOCs)), or 
determining action from data-heavy reports. Importantly, pivotal context surrounding 
information provided in feeds and reports is often missing, leaving the organization trying 
to understand the relevance without the background of why the data is important.

Subscriptions should not just be limited to the automatic integration of feeds and electronic  
delivery of reports, but rather should be custom- tted to the industry and the organization’s  
needs in order to enable actions. This can be achieved by the provider working with the 
organization to determine the right selection of subscription offerings, which can be a 
combination of: 

• Tailored technical indicator feeds for automatic integration

• Informative webcasts and training events to target the operationalization of threat 
intelligence

• Analyst-delivered brie ngs to inform both security operators and executives

• Industry- and business-speci c reporting on current events, emerging cyber threats and 
trends on customized time schedules to meet operational needs (daily, weekly, etc.)

• Timely event-driven updates with analysis on signi cant and relevant cyber events

Having direct analyst support to deliver products, provide brie ngs, answer intelligence 
related questions, and tailor analysis and recommendations to an organization’s threat 
landscape is pivotal for maximizing the use of subscription services. 50% 

of organizations have analysts that 
read and subscribe to speci c open 
source resources to keep their security 
operations center (SOC) up to date

41% 
of GISS respondents say their SOC 
has a paid subscription to cyber 
threat intelligence feeds

20% 
of organizations outsource their threat 
intelligence collection and/or feeds

14% 
of organizations outsource their threat 
intelligence analysis

Intelligence platforms
Some threat intelligence solutions provide a combination of feeds in a technological 
platform that enable visualization of data, and with such a large number of cyber threat 
intelligence providers to choose from, organizations can be tempted to select vendors 
offering this type of pre-con gured, stand-alone solution because these types of vendors 
are often immediately available and can initially appear to be more cost-effective. However, 
upon purchasing this service, organizations often realize that they have been left to make 
that data actionable and relevant for themselves, have little ownership of the data, and are  
at potential risk for contract fee increases while not fully realizing the value of their purchase.  

Intelligence platforms can be a crucial component to cybersecurity when combined with  
key processes within a mature intelligence program to visualize collected data and support  
long-term trending. Trending analysis can provide valuable insight speci c to the organization  
and to industry by showing changes in adversary tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) 
over time, and patterns in intelligence of value determined when key stakeholders take 
the time to document their intelligence requirements. This analysis is most effective when 
captured in a way that leaders nd meaningful to business risk decision-making and the 
prioritization of countermeasures and remediation activities.  
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The view todayHow industry is leveraging CTI

• CTI programs 

    A CTI program will help to enable the capability within an organization’s security 
operations structure to collect, analyze, produce and integrate its own and external 
intelligence. The design, build, and operations development of a CTI program supports 
simultaneous growth within corresponding security operations, allowing the organization 
to ingest increasingly more robust threat intelligence, subsequently keeping the business 
from being overwhelmed by data: this also allows them to take actions they are ready for, 
and to identify what must be additionally matured to take further actions.  

• CTI assessments  

    Currently, in the marketplace there are gaps between an organization digesting  
threat intelligence and an organization then integrating the intelligence into operations.  
A common theme is frustration with where to start. 

    CTI can be implemented incrementally, allowing small investments to improve  
and mature other areas of cyber threat management in a way that maximizes return on 
investment. 

    Tailored assessments gather the pertinent facts and organize the pros and cons of 
various program attributes to promote a process-oriented approach, providing immediate 
insights and an evaluated look at where organizations can start integrating CTI. These 
assessments can answer speci c business questions providing a clear way forward through 
recommendations.                     

66% 
do not regularly present the threat 
landscape to the top governing structure 
in the organization

31% 
of GISS respondents say their SOC has 
dedicated individuals focusing solely on 
cyber threat intelligence

The development of mature CTI programs within a cybersecurity framework is the 
natural evolution of threat intelligence services beyond purchased subscriptions, feeds, 
and technical platforms. It is a long-term investment, which requires dedication and key 
stakeholders that can realize the lasting bene ts this type of service provides. These long-
term visions among stakeholders are emerging despite conducting business in a world 
that promotes smaller immediate value to cybersecurity over growing a more mature and 
secure posture over time. Intelligence services of this kind include a customized approach 
to governance, people, processes, technology and data. 

A robust CTI integration is grounded in tailored assessments that answer speci c 
stakeholder questions, consider the organization’s unique threat landscape, and provide 
immediate operational value with thorough recommended actions. To support this, 
organizations should consider developing a CTI program and also conduct a periodic 
assessment of how the threat landscape might affect them.

CTI mar et de elopment
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A common challenge that permeates the industry is how best to make use of CTI:

• How can an organization go about making CTI relevant and actionable? 

• How can an organization integrate relevant and actionable intelligence into security 
operations? 

Purchasing threat intelligence subscriptions, feeds, and/or reporting does not answer these 
questions; neither does installing a cutting-edge threat intelligence platform. Only through 
the unearthing of an organization’s unique CTI requirements and the designing of custom 
integration processes can the organization truly operationalize CTI.  

However, EY has noted several issues that limit the operationalization of CTI. One issue 
is a lack of consolidation of intelligence sources (i.e., multiple subscriptions owned by the 
organization used by different divisions and not shared); another issue is the inability 
to maintain platforms or integrate intelligence results in shelved appliances; other 
organizations may have an inability to properly integrate purchased intelligence feeds 
into security technologies, which limits the ability to use the intelligence purchased in a 
meaningful way.  

Intelligence requirements  
Intelligence requirements are how an organization steers and scopes their CTI efforts in 
order to ensure they gain the right insight and the ability to operationalize the intelligence. 
The requirements are speci c and singular questions that an organization does not 
currently have a complete or current answer to and whose answer will add value to the 
business. Requirements should be developed based on multiple stakeholders operations, 
concerns and gaps in knowledge. In this way, the intelligence requirements will take on the 
shape and feel of the organization and become equally unique and diverse. For example, 
a manufacturing organization with a global presence will have global supply chain-related 
intelligence requirements, whereas a regional nancial organization may not.

The case for  
operationalizing CTI 

Operationalizing CTI 
is necessary to derive 
anything more than a 
false sense of security 
from having read a 
report or purchased an 
intelligence feed.

By identifying speci c uestions that an organization needs answered  they can target 
their intelligence collection and production to support operations and decision ma ing

Intelligence collection should take place both internally and externally to the organization. 
Internal data collected might include network event data, vulnerability scan data, and 
incident response reporting. Externally-derived data could include deep and dark web 
activity, social media and forum discussions, geopolitical news, and third-party reporting on 
adversaries and their activities. 

Many companies choose to purchase their externally derived intelligence through 
subscriptions and feeds. There are so many options and combinations of external and 
internal data to collect that deciding what to collect or purchase can be daunting. Many 
organizations end up with data fatigue and signi cant amounts of data that they are not 
making use of, resulting in an absence of operationalizing CTI. By prede ning intelligence 
requirements, an organization can focus its efforts and determine the most relevant cross 
section of collected sources for the organization. 

54% 
of GISS respondents say their information 
security strategy is aligned with the 
organization’s business strategy
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• Translates cyber threats into 
   business risk

• Empowers business decision-makers 
   to prioritize short-term strategic 
   actions

• Translates cyber threats into 
   business risk

• Acts as a force multiplier for internal 
   security operations to improve 
   organizational threat posture

Tactical intelligence

• Provides technical intelligence that 
   can be rapidly integrated within an 
   organization’s native sensor and 
   rst line of defense capabilities

• Leverages adversary life cycle 
   analysis to re ne various security 
   operations functions

• Rapidly delivers early warnings of 
   the latest threats to stakeholders 
   across the organization 

• Drives agile, exible strategic and 
   tactical intelligence functions

• Same-day analysis of emerging 
   vulnerabilities with suggested 
   remediation actions

Strategic intelligence Current intelligence

CTI program components

Cyber threat intelligence supports both decision ma ers and security operations

Collected and produced CTI must be integrated through processes designed to support both 
decision makers and security operations. The input processes and output products of a CTI 
program should be designed with the goal of improving cyber threat awareness across the 
entire organization at a variety of levels. EY believes that this can be achieved when CTI is 
viewed through the lens of “tactical,” “strategic” and “current” intelligence components 
and delivered to relevant stakeholders.

It is not enough to simply collect the data — it must be used to paint the bigger picture 
of what is happening in the organization’s threat landscape. To do this, the data must 
be monitored, analyzed, trended, quanti ed into metrics and then delivered to the 
appropriate audience to take action upon — daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, yearly 
and even on-demand reporting can all serve to complete this picture. 

Intelligence production must answer different groups of stakeholder questions to 
the right level of operational detail, in a timely manner and in an ingestible format. 
In this way, purchasing reporting, which is sold to multiple organizations, often does 
not account for the speci c operational needs of your own organization, and it is 
for this reason that more and more organizations are asking how to make use of 
threat intelligence reporting. niquely de ned requirements, focused collection, and 
operational driven production are the answers.

Using the intelligence to support the entire organization

47% 
of organizations say their information 
security function reports to board-level 
stakeholders less than twice a year
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The case for operationalizing CTI

Background
research

Intelligence
gathering

Initial
exploitation

Command
and control

Privilege
escalation

Data
extraction

Initial attack
Eatablish
foothold

Enable
persistence

Enterprise
recon

Move
laterally

Escalate
privilege

Gather and
encrypt data Steal data

Maintain
presence

By analyzing adversary activity across the life cycle of actions taken by the cyber criminal, 
tactical CTI analysts are able to:

Integrate known adversary tactics, techniques, and procedures into various  
security operations1

          a   Focus more precise efforts to identify the adversaries’ activities earlier in  
            the life cycle

          b   Target efforts to locate adversaries and identify damage post-breach

Develop threat models that illustrate likely adversary activity2

          a   Informed analysis on adversaries likely to impact the organization, which assets    
           they may target, and what network paths the adversary may take

          b   Provide threat models to attack and penetration professionals to actively  
           emulate likely attacks

Create the first line of defense for internally derived network collection3

          a   Collect essential network event data that supports strategic trending an analysis

         b   Provide network activity insight beyond the length of log capture

• Strategic level intelligence analysis processes that directly support business operations 
include prioritization analysis, risk assessments, and predictive analysis. All of these 
analytical processes require robust data sets and entail painstaking trending and analysis, 
but they provide valuable insight that can support decision-makers. 

• Tactical level intelligence analysis processes directly support SOCs around the 
adversary life cycle analysis. 
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With the rapidly changing threat 
landscape and the impact of attacks 
seemingly becoming higher, getting 
ahead of potential attacks and 
vulnerabilities has been a major win 
for some organizations that have 
improved their CTI capabilities. For 
many organizations without insight 
into what is changing or further, 
insight into what their own current 
posture is, getting panicked questions 
from executives can make an already 
complicated situation that much  
more stressful.  

During several of the recent breaches 
where a speci c attack vector or 
vulnerability has been used, the 
organizations’ security teams not only 
were able to address those questions, 
but in some cases pre-empt the 
discussion with a call to state that they 
were aware of what was happening, 
and able to state if they were secure 
against the speci c threat or, if not 
secure, what the teams were doing to 
remediate the situation quickly.  

These types of wins not only reduce 
stress for the security team, but also 
bolster con dence in the abilities of 
the security team.

The case for CTI —  
example scenario

• Current intelligence processes support both business operations and security 
operations by focusing on getting the most timely data and rapid analysis to various 
analysts and stakeholders. Current intelligence analysts are the rst line of defense 
for identifying relevant external intelligence and routing it to the parties that need to 
operationalize the intelligence. In this way, current intelligence is pivotal in ensuring 
timely operationalization of CTI.

All levels of intelligence are operationalized into remediation and countermeasure 
operations. In fact, intelligence-driven countermeasure operations are a guiding principal to 
EY’s point of view on ctive Defense — a deliberately planned and continuously executed 
campaign to identify and eradicate hidden attackers and defeat likely threat scenarios 
targeting your most critical assets. 

Intelligence-driven remediation and countermeasure operations include processes that 
enable the operationalization of CTI: 

• Threat intelligence support to incident response plans

• Alerting upon and recommending actions for vetted current intelligence

• Targeting security operations along the paths of developed threat models. 

All of these processes will be unique to your organization’s operations and challenges.  

Optimized
• Generated and 

actionable intelligence
driving informed
business decisions 

• Effective tasking of 
intel assets

Managed
• Lessons learned

improved performance

•  eht ksa ot woh gninraeL
snoitseuq“thgir“

Defined
• Long-term 

planning
Developing
• Strategic 

intelligence

Initial
• Tactical intelligence

Identifying requirements
• Aligned to business

• Security strategy

Data gathering
• Who, what 

 when?

Information
sharing
• How and 

with who?

Data analysis
• How and why?

Informing business 
decisions
• What should we do?

Refine processes
• How can we do it better?

Active Defense
• How can we mature 

integration to get ahead?

CTI program maturity model



Despite CTI not being fully proliferated within the mar etplace  organizations 
will need to continue to adapt to change in the cyber threat landscape to better 
understand how threat intelligence can reduce their over all business ris  CTI 
discussions surrounding business ris  rather than ust security ris  will become 
more and more common  nderstanding cyber threat ris s to the business’s 

nances  reputation  information and operations will continue to broaden the 
discussion beyond a security or technology audience  

Short-sighted and pressured organizations will continue to buy threat intelligence feeds 
and technologies, without aligning such investments to a long-term vision for governance, 
integrated processes and unique business requirements. However, more and more 
companies will begin focusing on building a robust threat intelligence capability and/
or using tailored intelligence to answer their speci c business questions; this will lead 
to greater investments in the process design surrounding CTI and industry/organization 
tailoring of threat intelligence. 

Leading organizations will focus more heavily on customizing available CTI on their own, 
and become more willing to share threat intelligence with others in their ecosystem in 
order to make the threat intelligence actionable; this will lead to a greater distaste for 
proprietary protection of valuable intelligence context from intelligence vendors. In turn, 
CTI vendors will need to become more focused on providing details on how the adversary 
operates (dynamic indicators) than on sharing singular indicators of compromise (static 
indicators) that lack context.

The nancial and government sectors will continue to lead the way in process-driven 
integration of CTI and information sharing. Industries with increasing risk and unique 
challenges, such as oil and gas, retail, health care, food and agriculture will increase 
investment in the area of CTI and, as these industries continue to evolve their threat 
intelligence capabilities, and they will undoubtedly contribute to the further development 
of the best practices in cybersecurity. 

CTI will help to enable organizations to leverage next generation security concepts such 
as: threat modeling, Active Defense, and advanced countermeasure operations. The 
aim will be to develop repeatable processes that are effective for all organizations in 
transitioning from a reactive security posture to a proactive approach. Organizations will 
better appreciate the need for understanding their own environment at a much deeper 
level in order to achieve this. 

There will be increased investment in the detailed mapping of networked environments, 
the long-term storage and visualization of security operations data, the identi cation 
and valuation of high value assets, governance and process design surrounding currently 
siloed security capabilities, the war-gaming of cyber scenarios against such assets, and 
the testing of countermeasures.

Threats change over time, as do risks. EY believes that CTI processes can help 
organizations get ahead of those threats, mitigate the risks, and ultimately, ensure the 
success of the organization.

The future of  
cyber threat intelligence
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Conclusion



EY provides CTI advisory services around 
assessments, program builds, program 
support, and subscription services to clients 
around the globe. EY can also enable 
seamless integration for organizations 
wanting to integrate third-party cyber threat  
intelligence into security operations. 
Additionally, EY can help bridge the gap 
between tactical and technical aspects of CTI  
and help enable more strategic discussions 
that impact business decision-making.

Throughout the development and 
maturation of a CTI program, EY:

• Supports clients in maturing their 
processes to be able to ingest increasingly 
more robust threat intelligence

• Helps create the in-house capability to 
translate technical/tactical intelligence 
into strategic insights for business 
decision-makers

• Helps prevent clients from drowning in 
data and produces relevant intelligence

• Provides a personalized look at our client’s  
threat landscape and identi es what must 
be matured to take further action

• Pinpoints key internal/external 
information-sharing opportunities

• Assists with technology selection and 
solutions architecture

How can EY help?
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Insights on governance, risk and compliance is an ongoing series of thought leadership reports focused on IT and other business risks 
and the many related challenges and opportunities. These timely and topical publications are designed to help you understand the issues 
and provide you with valuable insights about EY’s perspective. 

Please visit EY’s Insights on governance, risk and compliance series at: ey.com/GRCinsights.

Want to learn more?

Cyber threat intelligence:  
Designing, building and operating an 
effective program
ey.com/CTIservices

Enhancing your security operations with 
Active Defense
ey.com/activedefense

Creating trust in the digital world:  
EY’s Global Information Security  
Survey 2015
ey.com/GISS2015

Unlocking the value of your program 
investments: How predictive analytics can 
help in achieving successful outcomes
ey.com/PRM

There’s no reward without risk:  
EY’s global governance, risk and  
compliance survey 2015
ey.com/GRCsurvey2015

Using cyber analytics to help you get 
on top of cybercrime: Third-generation 
Security Operations Centers 
ey.com/3SOC

Achieving resilience in the cyber ecosystem
ey.com/cyberecosystem

Cyber program management: identifying 
ways to get ahead of cybercrime
ey.com/CPM

Cybersecurity and the Internet of Things
ey.com/IoT



If you were under cyber attac  would you ever now?
As many organizations have learned, sometimes the hard way, cyber attacks are 
no longer a matter of if, but when. Hackers are increasingly relentless. When one 
tactic fails, they will try another until they breach an organization’s defenses. At 
the same time, technology is increasing an organization’s vulnerability to attack 
through increased online presence, broader use of social media, mass adoption 
of mobile devices, increased usage of cloud services, and the collection and 
analysis of big data. Our ecosystems of digitally connected entities, people and 
data increase the likelihood of exposure to cybercrime in both the work and home 
environment. Even traditionally closed operational technology systems are now 
being given IP addresses, enabling cyber threats to make their way out of back-
office systems and into critical infrastructures such as power generation and 
transportation systems.

Anticipating cyber attacks is the only way to be ahead of cyber criminals. With 
our focus on you, we ask better questions about your operations, priorities and 
vulnerabilities. We then collaborate with you to create innovative answers that help 
you activate, adapt and anticipate cybercrime. Together, we help you design better 
outcomes and realize long-lasting results, from strategy to execution.

We believe that when organizations manage cybersecurity better, the world  
works better. 

So, if you were under cyber attack, would you ever know? Ask EY.
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About EY’s Advisory Services 

In a world of unprecedented change, EY Advisory believes a better working world means 
helping clients solve big, complex industry issues and capitalize on opportunities to grow, 
optimize and protect their businesses.

Through a collaborative, industry-focused approach, EY Advisory combines a wealth of 
consulting capabilities — strategy, customer, finance, IT, supply chain, people advisory, 
program management and risk — with a complete understanding of a client’s most complex 
issues and opportunities, such as digital disruption, innovation, analytics, cybersecurity, 
risk and transformation. EY Advisory’s high-performance teams also draw on the breadth 
of EY’s Assurance, Tax and Transaction Advisory service professionals, as well as the 
organization’s industry centers of excellence, to help clients realize sustainable results.

True to EY’s 150-year heritage in finance and risk, EY Advisory thinks about risk 
management when working on performance improvement, and performance improvement 
is top of mind when providing risk management services. EY Advisory also infuses 
analytics, cybersecurity and digital perspectives into every service offering.

EY Advisory’s global connectivity, diversity and collaborative culture inspires its consultants 
to ask better questions. EY consultants develop trusted relationships with clients across the 
C-suite, functions and business unit leadership levels, from Fortune 100 multinationals to 
leading disruptive innovators. Together, EY works with clients to create innovative answers 
that help their businesses work better.

The better the uestion  The better the answer  The better the world wor s


